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Two weeks. That's how long it took for Avery West's ordinary life to change forever. In two weeks,

she discovered she was heiress to a powerful secret society known as the Circle, learned her

mother was taken hostage by the Circle's enemies, and fell for a boy she's not allowed to love just

as she found out another was her unwelcome destiny. Now Avery crosses oceans in private jets to

hunt for clues that will uncover the truth about the Circle, setting her mom and herself free before it's

too late. By her side are both the boys: Jack - steady, loyal, and determined to help her even at the

expense of his own duty - and Stellan, whose connection to Avery grows stronger by the day,

making her question what she believes at every turn. But at the end of a desperate hunt from the

islands of Greece to the red carpet at Cannes comes a discovery that not only changes everything

but could bring the whole world to its knees. And now Avery is forced to face the truth: In the world

of the Circle, no one is what they seem.
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This book was absolutely amazing! If you loved the first book of this series then Map of Fates will

seriously steal your heart. This was everything you could ever ask for in a book! Map of Fates had

me at the edge of my seat and I had so many feelings while reading it.This book starts off two

weeks after the first book ended and we follow Avery, Jack and Stellen on their adventure to

uncover the mystery of the mandate and finding Alexander the Great's tomb so they can save

Avery's mom and stop the Order. And to do that Avery has to as her family, the Saxons, for help.

That's all I'll say summery wise.You get to see more of certain character, like Luc and Elodie, who I



love by the way. We get to see more interesting places around around the world, do more mystery

solving, uncover more secrets and there are some really mind blowing plot twists. The relationships

between the character really grow in this book and I love that. And can I just say how much I love

Stellen? I loved him in the first book but he made me fall head over heels in this book. He's just

such a great and interesting character and I love Avery and Stellen's relationship with each other.

I'm team Stellen all the way!This book was filled with way more action, adventure, suspense, and

drama then in the first Conspiracy book. There was also some very swoon worthy moments (you

know what I mean if you read it;)) Again Maggie Hall's writing was wonderful and descriptive and I'm

dying to get my hands on the last book.I could really go on and on with how much I adored this book

but I don't want to spoil you with anything but trust me when I say this book is AMAZING! That being

said go read it!

Map of Fates by Maggie Hall ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚â€”Ã‚Âº 5/5 ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚Å’Ã‚Å¸'sLet's be honest here,

squeals usually are dull and less interesting than first books which is why I was so afraid of starting

this book but I am more than pleased to announce that the second book is just as good (if not even

better) than the first book. I was so hooked from the very beginning, I couldn't even fathom how

creative and awesome this series can get and I'm still speechlessIn the second book of the

conspiracy of us series we get to meet many new characters, explore more countries and learn

more secrets ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚â€”Ã‚Â• there are some shocking plot twists and there are some

heartwarming parts that will have you swooning.I loved this book to the point where I want to bottle

up all that I'm feeling right now and reopen this bottle right before I start the last book

ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚â€™Ã‚â€• I honestly can't wait a whole year for the third book, the thought of that is

killing me but we can't do anything about that but wait .. I'm also determine to reread the whole

series next year and it's so weird that I'm looking forward to that when I just finished the series

What an excellent sequel! The groundwork having been laid in the first book, Maggie Hall develops

her themes and characters in a more sophisticated, adult-ey way in Map of Fates. Until she kills

them, that is. Faithfully accurate historical and geographical descriptions--my favorite part of the

Conspiracy of Us--feature in this sequel as well. As it did in the first book, I think this attention to

detail strengthens the authenticity of a plot that is admittedly a bit over the top at times. Ultimately

I'm glad that Map of Fates has the thrilling adventure and well-placed plot twists that made the

Conspiracy of Us so fun to read, while advancing the story of the trilogy in ways that I'll be nice and

not spoil here. Although now waiting for the last book to come out is a bit like shoving toothpicks



under my fingernails, I'm more excited than ever to see how Avery and the Boys end their grand

adventure. Read this book!!

AHHHHHH!!! This book was amazing! The action was nonstop and the romance!!! Omg! The

romance was filled with so much tension I wanted to die from the torture and savor it at the same

time. There's a scene underwater that is one of the best scenes I've read! EVER!!! Sooooo good! I

love Stellan so much! I always love the bad boys! Always! The ending killed me and I don't know

how I'm going to wait a year. Everyone should read this great series. Avery and Stellan! So much

Yes! I can't wait to see what happens. LOVED LOVED LOVED #TeamStellan

We really saw relationships between characters strengthen in "Map of Fates." Avery and her friends

turn into a stong team, and the dynamics were interesting to watch. I loved Elodie and her growing

friendship with Avery! Also, the romance was amazing (the underwater scene... the bar scene... the

train scene...) The character development felt natural and yet still surprising. The action and mystery

was balanced perfectly with the "fun" parts. Avery's world is filled with color, and Hall does a great

job bringing it to life. I can't wait for book 3!

This book was amazing. That is the simplest way to say it. Absolutely amazing. I love when an

author creates a story that I just want to live in, that I feel like I know the characters, and I want to

know what happens next and cant wait for the next book to come out. Maggie Hall did just that with

Map of Fates. This book makes the characters feel real and has twists and turns that I didn't see

coming in any way, shape, or form. Do yourself a favor and buy the book. Just do it. You'll thank

yourself when you are finished reading it.

Had everything that I loved about the first book, plus a fun flair of its own. Could not put it down! I

appreciate that the author made the plot plausible, if not entirely believable at all times. Fun

characters that will make a home in your heart. You know a sequel is good when it makes you go

back and read the first book in a new way, which this book definitely did!

got this as a gift and it is loved
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